CAMPANIA DELUXE EXPERIENCE
Day 1 ARRIVAL DAY: arrival at the Airport and meet&greet by your personal tour assistant.
Private transfer from airport to your hotel in Amalfi. Room assignment and rest of the afternoon at
your leisure, or for those who wish, your tour assistant will be at your disposal for a panoramic
walking tour among the narrow streets of Amalfi. In the evening welcome drink and dinner on a
panoramic sea view terrace. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 2 AMALFI/LEMON TOUR/PIZZA CLASS/LIMONCELLO TASTING/POSITANO After
breakfast at the Hotel, we leave for an unique experience among the lemon groves of Amalfi, the
“gold” of the Amalfi Coast. We have a walk among the lemon trees and then we will learn how to
make a pizza, typical and delicious Neapolitan dish, renowned all over the world. We will enjoy our
savoury pizza and we will taste the famous limoncello. We will return at the Hotel to get ready for
our evening in Positano. This little and well known village perched on rocks facing the sea will be
our afternoon destination, where we can have shopping walking among its narrow and colorful
streets or delighting a delicious cocktail by the sea. Dinner in a famous restaurant with an amazing
sea view. Return to Amalfi with a panoramic private cruise along the Amalfi coast admiring "Isola de
li Galli". Overnight at the hotel.
Day 3 NAPLES: After breakfast at the Hotel free morning for personal exploration of Amalfi, buying
souvenirs, delighting a delicious ice cream, visiting the wonderful Duomo or tasting the delicacies of
the Amalfi Coast. In the afternoon we will leave for Naples for a guided tour of Cappella San
Severo where we will admire the famous Veiled Christ, considered one of the world's most
remarkable sculptures, and legendarily thought to have been created by alchemy. The chapel also
displays two early examples of what was long thought to be a form of plastination in its basement.
Following this mystical visit we’ll proceed to Santa Chiara Monastery, a religious complex
in Naples, that includes the Church of Santa Chiara, a monastery, tombs and an archeological
museum. Then we will have a walk among Piazza Umberto I, Piazza del Plebiscito, via Caracciolo,
untill Castel dell’Ovo, where our bus will wait for us to take us to visit the best known Neapolitan
tailor’s: the historical “Marinella”, a manufacturer who produces unique and valuable ties, renowned
all over the world. After that we proceed to Borgo Marinari, it is a citadel in itself full of bars,
restaurants and pizzerias where everything is wrapped in a special atmosphere, away from the
hectic pace of the city and where it seems that time has stopped. We will have a dinner in a typical
restaurant, really popular among Italian and international artists, the famous “Ristorante Zi Teresa”.
Return at the Hotel and overnight.

Day 4 CAPRI /DINNER ON A SAILING VESSEL: After breakfast at the Hotel we will embark a
private boat that will transfer us to Capri. Today we will visit this fascinating Island in unusual and
unforgettable way, on the famous “ape calessino”, one-of-a-kind three wheels vehicles,
recognizable icon all around the world. We will visit Anacapri and Capri and we will have free time to
taste a special espresso in one of the famous Piazzetta’s cafè’s, to have a lunch in one of its
restaurants or to spend time for shopping. In the evening we will have a special dinner aboard a
sailing vessel, delighting the Mediterranean dishes facing Capri. After dinner our private boat will
take us to Amalfi. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 5 LACRIMA CHRISTI WINERY /COOKING CLASS /POMPEI BY NIGHT: After breakfast at
the Hotel we will have a funny and exclusive cooking class in the shadow of Mt. Vesuvius. This
morning we will learn how to cook the traditional Neapolitan dishes under the supervision of the
landlady, who will show us the secrets of the Neapolitan cuisine, and we will have the opportunity to
taste them. After lunch we will visit a famous winery in which the renowned Lacrima Christi del
Vesuvio is produced. We will see the cellars and we will have a wine tasting. At the end we will
return at the Hotel and the reminder of the afternoon is at leisure. In the evening we will leave for
Pompeii, where we will live the unique and unforgettable experience of visiting Pompeii excavations
by night. After the visit we will return at the Hotel and overnight.
Day 6 PAESTUM BY CLASSIC CARS/TENUTA VANNULO/AGRITURISMO/RAVELLO
CONCERT: After breakfast at the Hotel today we will have a fascinating experience. We will
stepping back in time aboard classic cars that will take us to the ancient Greek city of Paestum,
where the best preserved Greek temples can be visited, an UNECO world heritage site. We will visit
the archeological area and after that we will go to Tenuta Vannulo, a family run biological farm,
leader in the sector, where they raise buffaloes and they produce mozzarella. We will visit the
farm, the rural museum and we will tast the famous Mozzarella D.O.P. Lunch at the Agriturismo
Porta Sirena, perfect combination of elegance and tradition. The Agriturismo proposes typical
recipes of Cilento cuisine rigorously created with home-grown raw materials. Return at the Hotel in
Amalfi and free time. In the evening we will reach Ravello to attend a Concert in the gardens of Villa
Rufolo, a unique panoramic terrace with an incomparable view that inspired the biggest Artists in
the world. Return at the Hotel and overnight.
Day 7 CASERTA/FEUDI DI SAN GREGORIO + WINE TASTING/FAREWELL DINNER: After
breakfast at the hotel, we will leave for Caserta, where we visit the Royal Palace. This famous
Palace was built because Carlo III di Borbone Re delle Due Sicilie wanted to duplicate the Palace of
Versailles. It was realized thanks to the intervention of the best architects and artists of the era,
including Vanvitelli. After the visit, we will reach Feudi di San Gregorio Winery. Visit of the cellars
and wine tasting with some appetizers. Return at the hotel and free time at your disposal. In the
evening we will have our farewell dinner at the famous restaurant " Don Alfonso 1890 " located in
Sant'Agata sui Due Golfi. Return at the hotel and overnight.
Day 9 DEPARTURE DAY: After breakfast at the hotel our bus will take us to the airport for our
return flight to Home.

